INTERMEDIATE LEVEL JUDICIAL BRANCH LESSON ANSWER KEY

Equal Justice Under Law
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Note to teacher: Explain that, in this situation, “law” refers to the Constitution and all other laws made in the country. Help the students understand that “equal justice” means that everyone in the United States is promised the same consideration, or treatment, in the courts, and that the Supreme Court’s job is to ensure that all laws follow the Constitution.

The Judicial Branch
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Answer these Civics Test questions.

1. What is the “rule of law”?
   - Everyone must follow the law.
   - Leaders must obey the law.
   - Government must obey the law.
   - No one is above the law.

2. When was the Constitution written? **1787**

3. Name one branch or part of the government.
   - Congress
   - executive
   - legislative
   - the courts
   - President
   - judicial

4. What does the judicial branch do?
   - reviews laws
   - explains laws
   - resolves disputes (disagreements)
   - decides if a law goes against the Constitution

The U.S. Supreme Court
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Answer these Civics Test questions.

1. What is the highest court in the United States? **the Supreme Court**

2. How many justices are on the Supreme Court? **nine (9)**

3. Who is the Chief Justice of the United States now? **John Roberts (John G. Roberts, Jr.)**
Civics Test Questions—Judicial Branch
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Read the test questions and write the answers. Take turns practicing them with your partner.

1. Name one branch or part of the government.
   • Congress
   • legislative
   • President
   • executive
   • the courts
   • judicial

2. What does the judicial branch do?
   • reviews laws
   • explains laws
   • resolves disputes (disagreements)
   • decides if a law goes against the Constitution

3. What is the highest court in the United States? the Supreme Court

4. How many justices are on the Supreme Court? nine (9)

5. Who is the Chief Justice of the United States now? John Roberts (John G. Roberts, Jr.)

6. When was the Constitution written? 1787

7. What is the “rule of law”?
   • Everyone must follow the law.
   • Leaders must obey the law.
   • Government must obey the law.
   • No one is above the law.